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Theater you can afford to see
—
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About The American Century Theater
The American Century Theater was founded in 1994. We are a professional company
dedicated to presenting great, important, and neglected American plays of the twentieth
century . . . what Henry Luce called “the American Century.”
The company’s mission is one of rediscovery, enlightenment, and perspective, not nostalgia
or preservation. Americans must not lose the extraordinary vision and wisdom of past
playwrights, nor can we afford to surrender our moorings to our shared cultural heritage.
Our mission is also driven by a conviction that communities need theater, and theater needs
audiences. To those ends, this company is committed to producing plays that challenge and
move all Americans, of all ages, origins and points of view. In particular, we strive to create
theatrical experiences that entire families can watch, enjoy, and discuss long afterward.
These audience guides are part of our effort to enhance the appreciation of these works, so
rich in history, content, and grist for debate.

The American Century Theater is a 501(c)(3) professional nonprofit theater company dedicated to
producing significant 20th Century American plays and musicals at risk of being forgotten.
The American Century Theater is supported in part by Arlington County through the Cultural Affairs
Division of the Department of Parks, Recreation, and Cultural Resources and the Arlington
Commission for the Arts.
This arts event is made possible in part by the Virginia Commission on the Arts and the National
Endowment for the Arts, as well as by many generous donors.
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The Late, Great, Narrow, and Forgotten
George Axelrod
—Jack Marshall
When George Axelrod died in 2003 at the age of 81, he had been largely
forgotten. In fact, as his New York Times obituary noted, Axelrod had been
forgotten for two decades. Yet he was one of Broadway’s all-time best comedy
writers, the equal of Neil Simon, Philip Barry, Murray Schisgal, or George
Kelly, judged on the answers to two questions: “Did he influence Broadway
comedy?” and “Do his best comedies still make us laugh?”
Yes and yes.
Axelrod was born in New York City, the son of a silent film actress and
Herman Axelrod, who worked in real estate. Axelrod wrote in his 1971
memoirs, Where Am I Now When I Need Me, that he spent too much of his time
hanging around Broadway theaters. Eventually someone gave him a job
backstage, more or less hooking him for life.
Show biz was interrupted for George by World War II, in which he served in
the Army Signal Corps. Then it was back to New York, where he soon was
writing for radio and television. He also wrote a critically praised novel,
Beggar's Choice, which made him little money. Writing comedy paid better. In
1948, he wrote the skits and lyrics for a musical revue called Small Wonder. It
ran on Broadway briefly, but Axelrod was soon back writing for radio and TV.
He estimated that he wrote over 400 scripts, most notably for the Jerry Lewis–
Dean Martin comedy team on their Colgate-sponsored comedy hour.
He had a great idea that emerged as a full-fledged play in 1952, The Seven Year
Itch. It was about a middle-aged man of no great sex appeal whose wife's
absence leads to an affair with the girl of his dreams. The play won a Tony
Award for its star, Tom Ewell, and yes, it still works: when TACT produced the
play in 2003, it was as well received as ever.
The play was a groundbreaker, because the hero actually consummated his
affair with the blithe and sexually liberated girl next door. When the play was
filmed in 1955, the censors and studio executives wouldn’t allow the husband
actually to sleep with his dream date, played in the movie by Marilyn Monroe.
Axelrod, who shared screenplay credit with the film’s director, Billy Wilder,
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hated the change and disavowed the finished film in later interviews. The movie
was a mixed blessing for Axelrod, to be sure. It became a classic, in part for the
moment when Marilyn Monroe stands over a subway grate and giggles as the
gust from a passing train lifts her skirt. It also overshadowed the original play
so thoroughly that The Seven Year Itch is entirely associated with Billy Wilder
and Monroe and not its originator. The process of forgetting George Axelrod
had begun with his very first triumph.
Still, Axelrod decided that Hollywood was the place to be and quickly became
one of Hollywood’s top writers in an era when nobody paid attention to who the
writers were. And his Hollywood experience on The Seven Year Itch inspired
him to do what he believed was the hardest thing of all—to write a second hit
play on Broadway. It was called Will Success Spoil Rock Hunter? and involved
an Axelrod-like writer, a Monroe-like star, and a Satanic agent who collected
percentages of souls rather than salaries. Axelrod’s Hollywood sheen was
sufficient to get him the job of directing his own show, and all he needed was to
find an actress who was as sexy as Marilyn Monroe. Instead he discovered
Jayne Mansfield, who was sexier than Marilyn Monroe. His second play was a
hit, and he was established as a Broadway director.
But when Will Success Spoil Rock Hunter? was made into a movie, Axelrod’s
plot and script were jettisoned. It became a star vehicle for Jayne Mansfield.
Nobody who saw the movie remembered anything about it or anyone connected
with it, except Jayne. Again, Axelrod was resentful but cashed a good-sized
check.
He cashed many checks in Hollywood. He wrote acclaimed screenplays for the
classic films Bus Stop, The Manchurian Candidate, and Breakfast at Tiffany’s,
getting an Academy Award nomination for the latter. The Manchurian
Candidate was probably his best work, but it was a critical and box-office flop
initially, only emerging as a classic when it was re-released in 1988. “The
movie went from failure to classic without passing through success,” Axelrod
quipped.
Axelrod had another mild hit on Broadway—the sex farce Goodbye Charley,
which was made into a movie twice—and directed hit comedies for Gore Vidal
(Visit to a Small Planet) and Neil Simon (Star-Spangled Girl).
His career was surprisingly short. His last Hollywood success came in 1964
with How To Murder Your Wife, a Jack Lemmon comedy about a man wrongly
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accused of murder. (A later effort, one of the two films he wrote and directed,
was the 1966 Lord Love a Duck, a wild and wide ranging satire that became a
cult favorite years later.) One reason for the early end to Axelrod’s productivity
was the occupational hazard that besets so many writers, alcoholism, which
Axelrod never was quite able to control.
When Axelrod was honored by a film festival in 1987, he summed up his career
too modestly but accurately: “I knew my secret: luck and timing. I had a small
and narrow but very, very sharp talent, and inside it, I’m as good as it gets.”
And he was.

“Here They Are, Jayne Mansfield!”
—Jack Marshall
She was born in 1933 as Vera Jane Palmerin. When she was five, she sang for
anyone who would listen; at seven, she would stand in her driveway and play
the violin for passersby. By the time she was 16, she had achieved most of her
famous 40-21-35 figure, and nobody cared how well she sang or played. She
married at 16, was a mother shortly after, and attended acting classes in Los
Angeles with her infant daughter “strapped on her back like a papoose.” When
a young woman in L.A. looks like Mansfield, her intellectual abilities—
Mansfield reportedly had an IQ in the 160s—tend to be of secondary
importance. According to typical Hollywood lore, she “caught the eye of a TV
producer,” but in her case it was probably true, for it is likely that nobody in
show business history ever caught more eyes than Jayne Mansfield.
She made some appearances in B-movies and did some modeling, but neither
industry knew exactly what to do with her. Nobody had ever seen an actress
who made Marilyn Monroe look like a boy by comparison. A photographer
recalled her first professional shoot for General Electric: “Jayne was one of the
girls I used. She was way over to the left side of the picture. General Electric
notified me that they had to cut her out of the picture because she looked too
sexy for 1954 viewers.”
3

Then George Axelrod wrote a play called Will Success Spoil Rock Hunter? The
part of Rita Marlowe called for a satirical send-up of the busty Hollywood sex
symbol, a Monroe squared, so sexy and adorable that a man would sell his soul
to an agent of Satan to be her boyfriend. Axelrod was directing his first
Broadway show and trying to come up with a successful follow up to his first,
the hit comedy The Seven Year Itch. Seldom has the perfect role found the
perfect actress so strikingly. Mansfield made Will Success Spoil Rock Hunter? a
1955 smash, for she acted the role as well as she looked it, and the play, in
gratitude, made Jayne Mansfield a star.
But as perfect as she had been in her Broadway debut, it was the silver screen
where she was destined to shine. 1956 was a banner year for Jayne Mansfield.
She married her second husband, Mickey Hargitay, the 1956 Mr. Universe,
whose physical perfection almost matched her own. She won a contract at 20th
Century Fox, and became a favorite of film-comedy director Frank Tashlin. He
helped to define Mansfield’s image, not as a second-rate Marilyn Monroe (for
there were already many of these, from Sheree North to Mamie Van Doren), but
as the Ultimate Bimbo, a satire Marilyn who combined sex and laughs.
The Jayne Mansfield screen persona, as Tashlin described it, was a living
cartoon. The type can trace its roots to burlesque, but it had not yet found its
personification in films. The closest was Mae West, perhaps, but she was
neither a conventional showgirl beauty nor a typical sex symbol. Once Jayne
Mansfield created the perfect archetype, however, the comic knockout blonde
became a Hollywood staple in films and TV. There were Julie Newmar and
Carol Wayne (Johnny Carson’s “Matinee Movie Lady”), Jeanie Kasem, Pamela
Anderson, the late Anna Nicole Smith, and, of course, Jessica Rabbit, whose
figure was probably the most like Mansfield’s. One actress who did not assume
Jayne Mansfield’s mantle was her beautiful daughter, Mariska Hargitay, the
Emmy-winning, deadly serious star of Law and Order, SVU.
Mansfield’s rapidly evolving fame did Axelrod’s play no favors, however.
When it came time to make the screen version of Will Success Spoil Rock
Hunter?, Hollywood decided that it was Jayne, not the Broadway comedy, that
people would pay to see, so the studio junked the script of the original
completely, keeping only the title and the name of Jayne’s Broadway character.
Rita Marlowe became the leading role, and “Rock Hunter,” a character who
was only spoken about in the stage play, was now the movie’s hero. In 1956
Tashlin directed Jayne in The Girl Can't Help It, probably her best film. She
received good reviews for some more dramatic turns, but it was beginning to be
4

clear that she was trapped in the parody sexpot niche. She began a long slow
transition to fulltime celebrity personality, appearing on talk shows (Jack Paar’s
famous introduction, “Here they are, Jayne Mansfield!” said all that was
necessary about her typecasting dilemma), doing cameos on television, and
often playing herself. She regularly appeared in Las Vegas, where the money
was excellent but her Hollywood reputation declined. Now regarded as a fading
showgirl and having to compete with a new generation of saucy domestic sexsymbols like Ann–Margret as well as foreign film sirens like Brigette Bardot,
Sophia Loren, and Anita Ekberg, Mansfield’s career was in crisis. Still in her
early thirties but looking older, Jayne found good movie roles hard to find, and
her films became increasingly desperate. In 1963 she became the first major
Hollywood star to appear nude. She went back to the stage, appearing in
Marilyn Monroe’s role in Bus Stop. Her reviews were good, but evoking
Monroe was not the way to escape the Ultimate Bimbo curse.
It would have been fascinating to see how Mansfield transformed herself in
middle age, for she was shrewd and might well have found ways to revitalize
her career. She never had the chance. A horrible automobile accident in which
she plowed her car into the back of a stalled truck, killing her and two front-seat
passengers instantly, ended Jayne Mansfield’s life in 1967, at the age of 34. Her
two young children in the back seat, including Mariska, survived.

The Other Star
—Jack Marshall
Jayne Mansfield has been dead for over forty years. Her costar in Will Success
Spoil Rock Hunter?, in contrast, spent 2009 in the cast of ABC’s hit sex
comedy, Desperate Housewives. His name is Orson Bean, and he has been one
of the more active, versatile, enduring stars of stage, screen (though not so
much), and television of the last half century. And if you passed him on the
street, you would probably not recognize him. His career stands for the
enduring truth that though show business comets may briefly light up the sky, it
is those who combine their talents with intelligence, patience, and adaptability
who tend to prevail in the long run.
5

He was born Dallas Frederick Burrows in Burlington, Vermont, and his New
England roots have always been a part of his persona. When he was born, a
relative was President: Calvin Coolidge was his first cousin, twice removed. His
dad, George Frederick Burrows, was a cofounder of the American Civil
Liberties Union.
Bean (he chose the name for comedy purposes; he also didn’t look like a
“Dallas”) was closer to his mother, and when she killed herself (he was 16 at
the time), he left home for good. He went to New York, where he fashioned his
Ivy League-sounding speech patterns into a comic personality that was perfect
for stand up. His big break came in a guest appearance on NBC Radio’s weekly
jazz series, The Chamber Music Society of Lower Basin Street, in 1952. Bean’s
faux-cultured delivery of satirical scripts was hailed by listeners, and the
producer hired Bean to host the final year of the series. Each week, “Dr. Orson
Bean” introduced the musicians and offered snide commentary in a comically
professorial manner.
It says something about television that this shtick gave a 24-year-old high
school dropout like Orson Bean the reputation of being an intellectual, but it
did. He was immediately in demand to serve on the panel shows of early TV,
appearing first as a panelist on I’ve Got a Secret. (Panel shows and quiz shows
remained a staple; Bean later was a regular panelist on To Tell the Truth for two
decades). He hosted a summer replacement show (remember those?) in 1954,
and somewhere around the studios of TV land met playwright/television writer
George Axelrod. Axelrod thought Orson Bean was the perfect type to play the
nerdish hero in his new play, something called Will Success Spoil Rock
Hunter?, and, to complete the perfect odd couple with uberbabe Jayne
Mansfield. It didn’t hurt that the New York glitterati would know Bean from his
witticisms on TV. The subsequent success of the Broadway comedy moved him
up the celebrity pecking order.
Bean appeared on Broadway regularly after that, moving into musicals in 1962
with a star turn in Subways Are for Sleeping that nabbed him a Tony
nomination. He also continued to be a familiar face on TV: more panel shows
. . . a Twilight Zone episode . . . regular visits to the Tonight Show . . . Merv
Griffin’s competing talk show, where he was a favorite guest . . . an all-star TV
production of Arsenic and Old Lace, playing Mortimer Brewster while
supported by Helen Hayes, Billie Burke, Boris Karloff, Peter Lorre, and
Edward Everett Horton.
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Then, just like that, Bean disappeared. For much of the ’70s and ’80s, Orson
Bean was AWOL. Many thought he was dead. Later, we learned he had moved
to Australia in the grip of a midlife identity crisis, and, according to his
memoirs, was experimenting with everything from drugs to group sex. He also
experimented with children’s entertainment and won a Grammy for a children’s
record he made when he wasn’t “tripping out.” The fact is, everything Bean has
ever tried (including group sex, according to his books), he has done well.
When Orson Bean finally came home, he found that he was still in demand. He
was cast as storekeeper Loren Bray on the television series Dr. Quinn, Medicine
Woman throughout its six-year run on CBS in the 1990s and made other
television appearances as well. Increasingly he has turned back to the stage. He
and his fourth wife (you would recognize her as Kevin’s mother on The Wonder
Years) are significant members of the L.A. Drama Critics Award–winning
Pacific Resident Theatre Ensemble of Venice, California, where Bean
frequently directs and acts.
He’s written three books, two autobiographies and a comedy cookbook. Orson
Bean, who was once blacklisted in the early ’50s, also has a strong link to
internet conservatism: his son-in-law is Andrew Brietbart, the politicalcommentary web entrepreneur.
Entering his 80s, he is still going strong, adding daily to the accomplishments of
a very diverse and productive life.

Contemporary References in
Will Success Spoil Rock Hunter?
—Jack Marshall
Almost all comedies, on stage, screen and television, are full of dated
references. This makes them funnier when they premiere, but also tends to
make their humor especially perishable. Playwrights have to make their plays
successful immediately, or posterity is irrelevant, but if a comedy’s success is
too dependent on lampooning contemporary events and personalities, the play’s
chances of being produced in twenty or even ten years are seriously reduced.
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(This led Carl Reiner, when he was writing the Dick Van Dyke Show, to decree
that the writers should leave contemporary references out of the scripts so the
episodes would be “timeless.” And except for the black-and-white filming, the
early ’60s clothes, Laura’s big hair, and the weirdness of such a hot couple
sleeping in twin beds, they are!)
Fortunately for George Axelrod, he did not rely very heavily on laughs from
contemporary references. He does use a lot of them, however, to set the time,
place and tone of 1950s “insider” show business.
Here are what they refer to, in order of their mention in the script:
Rita Marlowe Rita’s name is literary joke by playwright Axelrod, for
“Marlowe” refers to Christopher Marlowe (1564–1563), the Elizabethan
playwright who wrote The Tragical History of Doctor Faustus, the first classic
drama in which the Devil offers a contract for a man’s soul.
George Kaufman Rita can’t remember George’s name when they meet and
calls him many things, including “Mr. Kaufman.” George S. Kaufman was then
the dean of Broadway comedy writers, though his career was winding down. He
teamed with Moss Hart and other writing partners to produce such classic
comedies as You Can’t Take It With You, The Man Who Came to Dinner, The
Royal Family, and Stage Door.
Earl’s Pearls Earl Wilson (his nickname was “Midnight Earl”) was one of
the most famous and powerful of show business gossip columnists in the socalled “Golden Age” of show biz, his territory being New York City and
Broadway rather than the Hollywood of Hedda Hopper and Louella Parsons.
His nationally syndicated column, “It Happened Last Night,” originated from
the New York Post and ran from 1942 until 1983. He signed his columns with
the tag line, “That's Earl, brother.” “Earl’s Pearls” were short factoids and
pieces of gossip that usually appeared at the end of his column.
Photoplay Photoplay was the first and most famous movie fan magazine,
beginning in 1911 and sticking around in various forms until 1980. It is the
direct ancestor of Us Magazine, which took on Photoplay’s staff when it folded.
Ambassador Flight The luxury cross-country flight via TWA
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The Breen Office Joseph I. Breen was the first and longtime administrator of
The Motion Picture Production Code, which set industry censorship guidelines
governing the production of major studio films from 1930 to 1968. It was
originally popularly known as the Hays Code, after its creator, the imperious
Will H. Hays.
The Code was replaced in 1968 by the current film-rating system. The Hays
Code decreed what was acceptable and what was unacceptable content for
motion pictures produced for a public audience in the United States, according
to three “General Principles”:
1. No picture shall be produced that will lower the moral standards of those
who see it. The sympathies of the audience should never be thrown to the
side of crime, wrongdoing, evil, or sin.
2. Correct standards of life, subject only to the requirements of drama and
entertainment, shall be presented.
3. Law, natural or human, shall not be ridiculed, nor shall sympathy be
created for its violation.
The “Particular Applications” of these principles were:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Nakedness and suggestive dances were prohibited.
The ridicule of religion was forbidden, and ministers of religion were not
to be represented as comic characters or villains.
The depiction of illegal drug use was forbidden, as well as the use of
liquor, “when not required by the plot or for proper characterization”.
Methods of crime (e.g. safe-cracking, arson, smuggling) were not to be
explicitly presented.
References to homosexuality, nontraditional sexual practices, and
venereal disease were forbidden, as were depictions of childbirth.
The language section banned various words and phrases that were
considered to be offensive.
Murder scenes had to be filmed in a way that would discourage
imitations in real life, and brutal killings could not be shown in detail.
“Revenge in modern times” was not to be justified.
The sanctity of marriage and the home had to be upheld. “Pictures shall
not imply that low forms of sex relationship are the accepted or common
thing.” Adultery and illicit sex, although recognized as sometimes
necessary to the plot, could not be explicit or justified and were not
supposed to be presented as an attractive option.
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•
•

•
•

Portrayals of miscegenation were forbidden.
“Scenes of passion” were banned when not “essential” to the plot.
“Excessive and lustful kissing” was to be avoided, along with any other
treatment that might “stimulate the lower and baser element”.
The flag of the United States was to be treated respectfully, and the
people and history of other nations were to be presented “fairly”.
The treatment of “Vulgarity”, defined as “low, disgusting, unpleasant,
though not necessarily evil, subjects” must be “subject to the dictates of
good taste”. Capital punishment, “third-degree methods,” cruelty to
children, animals, prostitution, and surgical operations were to be
handled with similar sensitivity.

Garbo Greta Garbo (1905–1990) was an iconic actress who quit films and
left public life for seclusion near the peak of her career in 1941. She had been
given a special Oscar in 1954, so memory of her was newly refreshed in the
minds of 1955 playgoers. She also lived in New York City. Contrary to legend,
she did not say, “I want to be alone” before becoming a recluse. That was quote
from the character she played in one of her films, Grand Hotel.
MCA, the Morris office, Charlie Feldman MCA and the Morris office were
(and are) talent agencies. Charley Feldman, however, is more significant: it is
almost certain that the devilish Irving is based on him, as Feldman was the most
powerful, influential, “sneaky” Hollywood agent of the era. He died in 1968,
and his fame faded almost immediately; today, unlike 1955, nobody has heard
of him.
But Feldman was obviously remarkable. From a 2003 profile by Peter Biskind
that appeared in Vanity Fair:
As an agent, Feldman ruled the talent market for three decades, from the
mid-30s through the early 60s, representing 300 or so of the biggest stars
and directors in Hollywood, not only flameouts like Dean and Monroe,
or dropouts like Greta Garbo, but lifers such as Marlene Dietrich,
Claudette Colbert, Irene Dunne, John Wayne, William Holden, Gary
Cooper, Kirk Douglas, Susan Hayward, Lana Turner, Rita Hayworth,
Tyrone Power, and Lauren Bacall. When a mogul such as Twentieth
Century Fox head Darryl Zanuck needed representation himself, he went
to Feldman. Or when producer David O. Selznick wanted an agent for
his wife, Jennifer Jones, he went to Feldman and begged him to represent
her. Feldman's agency, Famous Artists, in its day was far and away the
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most powerful motion-picture agency in town. No surprise, then, that
Feldman was a firm believer in the star system, once observing, "No one
ever heard of Aly Khan until he married Rita Hayworth, and no one ever
heard of Prince Rainier until he married Grace Kelly."
But Feldman's story is not just another stardusted exercise in nostalgia,
for the simple reason that the changes he wrought in the business of
moviemaking were so far-reaching that it is not an exaggeration to call
him one of the principal architects of today's Hollywood. For better or
for worse, he developed the concept of packaging, whereby an agent puts
together the elements of a film—stars, director, writer—from his client
list, ties them up with a bright-red ribbon, and sells the whole thing to
some studio executive too lazy or dumb to develop projects himself.
Feldman also broke the studio contract system, whereby actors were held
in virtual servitude—albeit well-rewarded servitude—for seven-year
terms, forced to take whatever piece of dreck they were assigned. Instead,
Feldman made the majors pay his talent on a picture-by-picture basis; so
when Tom Hanks and Tom Cruise receive their $25 million paychecks,
they have Feldman to thank. And still he managed to play croquet every
weekend with Zanuck (he was the only agent Zanuck would deal with
personally) and be bosom buddies with Jack Warner and Sam Goldwyn.
Sounds like Irving to me!
Tristan and Isolde They are the star-crossed tragic lovers of English legend,
victims of treachery, bad timing, and a botched love potion.
Love Finds Andy Hardy There were sixteen “Andy Hardy” movies between
1937 and 1958, chronicling the romantic adventures of the plucky, short son of
a small town judge. “Andy” was played by Mickey Rooney, the defining role of
his career. Love Finds Andy Hardy was the fourth film in the series and the
most popular, perhaps because it pitted a young Judy Garland against a budding
Lana Turner.
Joan of Arc Joan of Arc has long had the reputation of being the most
challenging and serious of female dramatic roles, the part every actress wants to
play. The Joan of Arc Society lists 23 film versions of the Joan of Arc story.
Audiences in 1955 would be thinking about the 1948 version starring Ingrid
Bergman. The most recent Joan on film was former model Milla Jovovich, who
starred in the 1999 film, The Messenger. She is not quite as unlikely a Joan as
11

Rita Marlowe, but close: her most typical role is as the super-powered zombiehunter in the apparently endless Resident Evil series.
From Here to Eternity Based on the novel by James Jones, this was the
movie of the year in 1953 and today has the status of a classic. Starring Burt
Lancaster, Donna Reed, Montgomery Clift, Deborah Kerr, and Frank Sinatra
(this is his movie role that was the source of the horse head in the bed scene in
The Godfather), the film’s most famous scene (also perhaps the most parodied
scene in movie history) has Kerr and Lancaster passionately kissing while lying
on the beach, as the tide breaks over them.
Sidney Skolsky Now inexcusably forgotten, Skolsky (1905–1983) was a
respected Hollywood reporter for 50 years. He also produced a couple of films,
including The Jolson Story. At various times, he had his own radio and
television programs about Hollywood and the movies and appeared as a guest
on innumerable shows for other hosts such as Cecil B. DeMille on Lux Radio
Theatre, Bing Crosby on The Kraft Music Hall, and Mary Pickford on Parties
at Pickfair, where he had his own regular slot. He was an actor as well, often
appearing as himself in such films as Hallelujah, I’m a Bum (1933), Sunset
Boulevard (1950), Teacher’s Pet (1958), Don’t Make Waves (1967), and The
Legend of Lylah Clare (1968).
His regular monthly column for Photoplay magazine was called “From a Stool
at Schwab’s”—the drugstore he made world famous in print—where he had his
“hangout” and, eventually, his office. In 1954, Skolsky became one of the first
entertainment reporters to have his own television program, Sidney Skolsky’s
Hollywood (KABC TV), and in 1961, he wrote the critically acclaimed David
L. Wolper TV documentary, Hollywood and The Movies: The Golden Years.
It’s available on DVD and is still the best of its genre. Skolsky was credited by
Time Magazine with naming the award statuette “Oscar.” He was also one of
Marilyn Monroe’s closest friends and confidantes.
Segura and Herbie Flan Pancho Segura and Herbie Flan were well-known
tennis players of the time, Flan because of his Davis Cup exploits. Segura
eventually turned pro and had a long career. Flan was forgotten about ten
minutes after Will Success Spoil Rock Hunter? closed.
Brooks Atkinson: He was the theater critic for The New York Times, and
arguably its best and most influential. Ironically, the theater named for him on
Broadway was originally the Mansfield Theater.
12

Thornton Wilder Wilder was the great American playwright best known for
Our Town, The Skin of Our Teeth, and The Matchmaker.
Billy Wilder He was a celebrated Hollywood director and screenwriter at his
peak in 1955, whose many classic films included Sunset Boulevard, Some Like
It Hot, and Stalag 17. Playwright Axelrod worked with Wilder on the film
adaptation of his first play, The Seven Year Itch, and did not enjoy the
experience.
Bluebeard’s Eighth Wife A forgotten 1938 romantic comedy. The 2006 film
The Holiday references the film as the epitome of a “meet cute” plot. Whether
this idea was borrowed from Will Success Spoil Rock Hunter? or whether the
movie has had an industry reputation for defining “meet cute” that Axelrod was
only referencing, is impossible to tell.
The Pantages Theatre It was and is a famous Hollywood movie theater near
Hollywood and Vine. The first Oscars were handed out there, and the Academy
Awards were hosted there throughout the ’50s.
Ethel Barrymore She was the stately sister of John Barrymore and Lionel
Barrymore, better known for her stage performances than her films, but always
a respected “prestige” actress.
Leonard Spigelgass, Richard Brooks, Daniel Taragash, Milton Sperling
These were all prominent scriptwriters of the period. Spigelgass wrote the
scripts for eleven Academy Award–winning films, and was nominated for an
Oscar once. Taragash wrote the screenplay for From Here to Eternity and won
an Oscar for it. Brooks is better known as a film director (Cat on a Hot Tin
Roof, Blackboard Jungle), but he was a very successful screenwriter, too,
winning an Oscar in 1960 for Elmer Gantry. Sperling was less known than the
others, but he had just been nominated in 1955 for his screenplay for The CourtMartial of Billy Mitchell, starring Gary Cooper.
Bad Day at Black Rock This is an odd and dark 1955 paranoia-fest of a film
directed by John Sturges and starring Spencer Tracy, Robert Ryan, Lee Marvin,
Walter Brennan, and others. Tracy is a one-armed war vet who stumbles on a
secret murder conspiracy in the bleakest western town imaginable. In the film’s
most famous scene, Tracy easily defeats the younger, larger, two-armed thug
13

played by Ernest Borgnine, using martial arts moves that had never before been
portrayed in a major American film.
Judo Meaning “the gentle way” in Japanese, Judo was the first of the Eastern
martial arts to gain popularity in the West, and led directly to the others, like
Karate, that followed. It is Judo that Spencer Tracy so casually uses to beat the
tar out of Ernest Borgnine.
Cedars of Lebanon Hospital A major Los Angeles hospital. In 1961, it
merged with Sinai Medical Center to form Cedars–Sinai Medical Center.
“That Prince . . . that zoo . . .” Rita was going to lose the plum movie role
she wanted to Grace Kelly, so, George explains, Irving used his devilish arts to
create the romance between Kelly and Prince Rainier of Monaco. They met
while she was attending the Cannes film festival in 1955, and love apparently
beckoned during a stroll through the Prince’s private zoo. These details had
been big news in the past year, and everyone knew that Kelly’s storybook
romance had apparently ended her film career. Now they knew why . . .
Rita Gam A second tier Hollywood actress, Gam was one of Grace Kelly’s
closest friends and served as a bridesmaid when she married Prince Ranier.
“Real snow” Snow is notoriously difficult to fake in movies. Everything
from soap flakes to dyed corn flakes have been used; the problem is that none
of the fake flakes melt. This led director Orson Welles to insist on real ice
flakes for the snow scene in The Magnificent Ambersons. He had stage hands
with graters working on a giant block of ice hanging over the actors during the
entire scene, filing away. It looks great, but the scene took many hours to shoot,
and several of the actors caught colds.
Buddy Adler Adler was the producer of From Here to Eternity. In 1956, after
Rock Hunter was written, he would hire George Axelrod to write the screen
adaptation of William Inge’s Bus Stop.
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Subscribe to the 2009-2010 American Century Theater Season!
Pick up a subscription form in the lobby, call 703-998-4555,
or visit www.americancentury.org
Stalag 17 by Donald Bevan and Edmund Trzcinsky
March 26–April 17, 2010
World Premiere of a one-woman show about
actress/playwright/ journalist/feminist Sophie Treadwell
by Helen Hayes Award–winning playwright Allyson Currin
May 27–June 19, 2010
A “Rescues” series concert presentation
of Rodgers and Hart’s musical romp, Babes in Arms (free!)
June 24–27, 2010
Serenading Louie by Lanford Wilson
July 23–August 21, 2010

